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MOHA: A Multi-Mode Hybrid Automaton Model for Learning Car-Following Behaviors

Qin Lin, Yihuan Zhang, Sicco Verwer, and Jun Wang, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper proposes a novel hybrid model for learning discrete and continuous dynamics of car-following behaviors. Multiple modes representing driving patterns are identified by partitioning the model into groups of states. The model is visualizable and interpretable for car-following behavior recognition, traffic simulation, and human-like cruise control. The experimental results using the next generation simulation datasets demonstrate its superior fitting accuracy over conventional models.

Index Terms—Hybrid automaton, car-following behavior, simulation and control.

I. INTRODUCTION

Learning car-following from real driving data is helpful for behavior recognition, traffic simulation, and human-like cruise control. A car-following model bridges environmental variables, like subject vehicle speeds, relative distances and relative speeds to a leading vehicle, and control variables, like acceleration or deceleration. Conventional approaches for representing car-following behaviors mainly include linear [3], [4] and non-linear models [5], [6]. A gross fitting strategy is usually used for identification, i.e., fitting a car-following model on all the collected data. It does not fully capture driver behavior in different driving scenarios due to heterogeneities of inter-driver difference [7] and intra-driver difference [8]. The inter-driver difference, discovering that different car-following models may apply to different drivers, is useful for driving behavior modeling and skills evaluation of individual drivers. The intra-driver modeling basically deals with the problem that individual drivers change their behaviors over the data collection period. The research goal in this paper is learning a general intra-driver model from large-scale human driving data.

This paper proposes a novel framework to learn a multi-mode hybrid automaton model (MOHA) averaging driving behaviors from thousands of human drivers’ real driving data. The idea is discretizing environmental variables on a coarse-grained level and obtaining a stateful model. Distinguished driving patterns represented by multiple modes are identified by partitioning such a model into groups of states. Corresponding groups of car-following models are identified on a fine-grained level from real-value time series data. The underlying discrete and continuous dynamics of driving behaviors are discovered using such a hybrid model learning.

Higgs and Abbas [9] deal with pattern mining and divide-and-conquer learning for car-following behaviors. They use time series segmentation and k-means clustering. The noticeable disadvantage is that it loses sight of time information. In addition, the patterns are not interpretable, and the switching among patterns is not discovered. These problems will be solved by MOHA in this paper. Another related work in [10] only uses conventional discrete timed automata, while this paper models driving behavior using a novel hybrid model with multiple modes. Verwer et al. [10] only consider a simple behavior classification problem, while our model is used for recognition, simulation, and control. This journal version extends [1] in three important ways. First, the model in [1] can be only used in an off-line fashion. In this version, the model is improved to be used on-line by a new state pattern mining approach to avoid clustering ambiguity problem in [1] (see Section III A). Such an improvement boosts the rationality of the model. The model has been validated in more datasets in this paper. Second, a potential application of cruise controller simulation is studied, which is not in [1] but initialized in [2]. This part actually covers an interesting, novel, and promising topic about learning for control. The experiments in [2] have also been updated by using the online model in this paper. Third, the model is compared with the state-of-the-art work [9], which is a future work in [1].

Fig. 1 shows a flowchart of the proposed approach. A symbolic representation of time series data provides a high-level overview of behavioral dynamics. Since time information is crucial for driving behavior modeling, time difference between two consecutive distinct events is computed to obtain timed strings. The learning process benefits from such a timed representation because it explicitly encodes the underlying varying-duration behaviors. A state-of-the-art automata learning algorithm named RTI+ (real-time identification from positive data) is applied to learn a direct and cyclic graphical model that describes discrete dynamics. On basis of this discrete event model, frequent common state sequences as patterns are extracted and clustered to identify modes. The continuous
II. LEARNING DISCRETE TIMED AUTOMATA FOR MOHA

Learning regular languages or (minimum) deterministic finite automata (DFA) is still the main task of grammatical inference [11]. The learning algorithms require discrete event strings as input. However, lifetime of events is important for characterizing behaviors. An algorithm for efficient learning timed automata is proposed in [12]. This algorithm uses the timed strings \((a_1,t_1)(a_2,t_2)\cdots(a_n,t_n)\) to explicitly represent discrete events, where \(a_i\) is the \(i\)th event occurring with a time delay \(t_i\) from the \((i-1)\)th event. A probabilistic deterministic real timed automaton (PDRTA) model defines a probability distribution over such timed strings. A PDRTA is defined in Definition 1. An example of PDRTA is illustrated in Fig. 2.

**Definition 1:** A PDRTA is a 4-tuple \((A, \Sigma, \Delta, q_0)\), where \(A = \langle Q, \Sigma, \Delta, q_0 \rangle\) is a 4-tuple defining the machine structure:

- \(Q = \{s_0, s_1, s_2, s_3, s_4\}\) is a finite set of states, 
- \(\Sigma\) is a finite alphabet, 
- \(\Delta\) is a finite set of transitions, and 
- \(q_0 \in Q\) is the initial state.

The clustering centroids in the I80-1 dataset are at a sampling frequency 10 Hz. Each dataset contains three 15-minute periods (noted as I80-1, I80-2, I80-3, US101-1, US101-2, US101-3). Based on the trajectory data, each pair of consecutive vehicles in a lane is extracted for learning car-following behaviors. Note that vehicle speed, relative distance, and relative speed are explanatory variables as inputs. Longitudinal acceleration is a response variable as an output.

### A. Timed Strings Representation

A PDRTA is a 4-tuple \((A, \Sigma, \Delta, q_0)\), where

\[
A = \langle Q, \Sigma, \Delta, q_0 \rangle
\]

is a 4-tuple defining the machine structure:

- \(Q\) is a finite set of states, 
- \(\Sigma\) is a finite alphabet, 
- \(\Delta\) is a finite set of transitions, and 
- \(q_0 \in Q\) is the initial state.

This paper uses the individual vehicle trajectories from a public dataset named the Next Generation SIMulation (NGSIM) [13]. Both the I80 and the US101 datasets in NGSIM provide precise location of each vehicle trajectory at a sampling frequency 10 Hz. Each dataset contains three 15-minute periods (noted as I80-1, I80-2, I80-3, US101-1, US101-2, US101-3). Based on the trajectory data, each pair of consecutive vehicles in a lane is extracted for learning car-following behaviors. Note that vehicle speed, relative distance, and relative speed are explanatory variables as inputs. Longitudinal acceleration is a response variable as an output.

### B. Learning PDRTAs

A state-of-the-art machine learning algorithm named RTI+ is used to learn car-following behaviors from unlabeled data. For more details about this algorithm, readers are referred to [12]. Traditional state machine learning algorithm starts by building a large tree-shaped automaton called augmented prefix tree acceptor from a sample of input strings. Every state of this tree can be reached by exactly one untimed string and therefore encodes exactly the input sample. State merges and transition splits are two main operations of structure and temporal guards learning in RTI+. A split of a
TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbols</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>f</th>
<th>g</th>
<th>h</th>
<th>i</th>
<th>j</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative speed centroid (m/s)</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>-2.88</td>
<td>4.82</td>
<td>-3.12</td>
<td>-0.98</td>
<td>-9.67</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>-7.02</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative distance centroid (m)</td>
<td>57.57</td>
<td>36.13</td>
<td>15.63</td>
<td>15.55</td>
<td>204.18</td>
<td>96.09</td>
<td>39.74</td>
<td>24.00</td>
<td>24.47</td>
<td>10.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed centroid (m/s)</td>
<td>13.69</td>
<td>10.54</td>
<td>7.74</td>
<td>5.94</td>
<td>19.41</td>
<td>17.25</td>
<td>12.99</td>
<td>8.38</td>
<td>10.10</td>
<td>4.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. Discretization of time series data in I80-1. Instead of using complete symbolic strings with total length 275, the timed string has only 5 tuples as input: \((c, 0)\) \((b, 46)\) \((a, 17)\) \((b, 124)\) \((c, 29)\). The number next to the symbol in each tuple denotes the time difference since the last event.

TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frames</th>
<th>Timed strings</th>
<th>State sequences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(slow down, 0)</td>
<td>S0, S1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(slow down, 0)</td>
<td>S0, S1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>(const. speed, 0), (slow down, 50)</td>
<td>S0, S2, S1, S1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(const. speed, 0), (speed up, 10), (const. speed, 5)</td>
<td>S0, S2, S3, S4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>(const. speed, 0), (speed up, 6), (const. speed, 15), (slow down, 5), (speed up, 4), (const. speed, 15)</td>
<td>S0, S2, S3, S4, S2, S3, S4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Algorithm 1 Mode Identification With MISSI

**Input**: Dataset containing \(N\) state sequences \(DS\), minimum substring length \(L_{\text{min}}\), support \(\epsilon\), cut-off threshold \(\tau\)

**Output**: state clusters (modes) \(SC\)

Extract substrings with length greater than \(L_{\text{min}}\) from \(DS\);

Extract frequent substrings with occurrence greater than \(\epsilon\);

Substrings clustering on their similarity;

For all unique states except initial state in \(SC\) do

| majority voting to determine each state’s belonging cluster; |

End

each individual cluster of time series data, see Fig. 1.

A. State Subsequence Clustering

This paper proposes an algorithm for mode identification on state subsequence clustering (MISSI). An overview of MISSI is shown in Algorithm 1. Jaro-score is used to measure similarity between two strings [15]. A hierarchical clustering method is applied on frequent common strings using Jaro-score as distance. At the beginning, every string represents a unique cluster, then a hierarchical clustering computes the pairwise distance between two clusters. For clusters containing multiple strings, the average distance is computed. In each iteration, only one pair of clusters is merged. The cut-off threshold \(\tau\) is a user-defined parameter for determining the number of clusters. The sequences in Table II are used to explain how MISSI works step by step.

1) Extracting frequent common substrings:

\(S0, S1; S0, S2; S2, S3, S4; S3, S4; S2, S3, S4; S0, S2, S3, S4\).

\(\epsilon\) is set to 2 in this case, and thus the substring \(S2, S1\) will not be extracted as a frequent common substring because it only occurs in one state sequence.

2) Clustering substrings: for instance, 2 clusters are obtained after a hierarchical clustering:

Substring cluster 1: \(S0, S1\); Substring cluster 2: \(S0, S2, S3, S4\).

3) Clustering states: State cluster 1 by a majority voting:

\(S0; S1; S0, S2; S2, S3, S4\).

The initial state \(S0\) is not necessary to be classified. Note that some states will be in multiple substring clusters (e.g., how to assign \(S2\)’s state cluster ID if \(S0, S2\) was in substring cluster 1 instead of substring cluster 2). To avoid the ambiguity of states interpretation, ambiguous states are classified by an additional majority voting. For the aforementioned case of \(S0, S2\) in substring cluster 1, \(S2\) will be classified into state cluster 2 because the majority of \(S2\) exists in the substring cluster 2. A new example arriving string \(S0, S2\),
Fig. 4. Real-time automaton learned from the whole I80-1 dataset. Note that the original solution from RTI+ has 34 states in total. The states with very low frequencies are removed to simplify the model interpretation. For instance, states with event “e” occurring very rarely are not shown in this figure. The arcs represent transitions between states. The information of timed guards, events, and number of occurrences is also printed next to the arcs, e.g., [0, 542] → [0, 449].

S3, S4, S2, S1 is assigned mode IDs 2, 2, 2, 1 based on the aforementioned clusters obtained (again, the initial state is skipped).

B. On-Line Inference

The states estimation is achieved online over arriving stream data. Starting with the initial state, the observed numeric data are converted to symbols according to the $k$-means codebook, e.g., assigning the observation as “constant” by looking at the closest centroid. The state is then transited from $S_0$ to $S_2$. The following transition is triggered until a new observation, e.g., “speed up”, occurs. The time difference is also computed between two consecutive distinct events. The time guards in MOHA serves as additional conditions for checking the transition where the timing is inside a valid time guard, e.g., an event with different timings is possible to be triggered by different transition path. The mode ID and its corresponding car-following model is obtained because the modes have already been obtained in the step of state clustering. The output control variable is computed from the input data. The generation of car-following traces includes one-step and multi-step approaches [16]. The one-step approach evaluates the difference between the computed output with the ground truth at each time point. The real status of the subject vehicle is updated from the dataset in the next time point, thus the error will not be accumulated. The results of one-step testing are analyzed in Section IV. The multi-step generation only sets the initial state of the subject vehicle. During the generation procedure, real values of the subject vehicle in the dataset are not used to update its real-time information. The movement of the subject vehicle is updated completely using the computation model. The multi-step testing is discussed in Section V. Note that in both settings, the trajectories of leading vehicles are directly from the dataset.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The datasets are split to two sections, i.e. 80% for training and 20% for testing. $k$-means discretization and the state sequence clustering are both conducted only in the training dataset. To avoid over-fitting and obtain a less biased evaluation, the testing data are not used during clustering. To make a complete overview of driving behaviors, the whole dataset is used for model interpretation. As a consequence, some settings in the training dataset are not necessarily the same as those in the whole dataset. All the experiments are reproducible with our shared data and code in our repository.1

A. Model Interpretation

One of the main advantages of MOHA is its interpretability. The learned model from the whole I80-1 dataset is illustrated in Fig. 4. All modes are distinguished with different colors. There are loops with significantly large occurrences in Cluster 6, e.g., state sequence: “S1-S6-S11-S16-S1” with a corresponding symbolic transition loop: “d-j-c-j”. The relative distances of “c” and “d” are very close, cf. Table I, but having negative and positive relative speed, respectively. They are associated with “[j]”, which has a very small speed difference. This sequence can be interpreted as steady car-following behavior at short distances, i.e., adapting the relative speed to the leading vehicle.

Similarly, the loops in Clusters 2 and 4 represent the behaviors of steady long distance and steady medium distance car-following respectively. An intermediate state $S_{15}$ in Cluster 5 indicates how to transfer out of Cluster 6. For example, “S6-S15-S4” with transitions “h” and “i”, i.e., slowing down and speeding up to catch up, from the short distance following in Cluster 6 to the medium distance following in Cluster 4. The time split can also be seen in two branches of $[0, 37], i$ and $[518, 541], i$.

1The source code, shared data and animated video can be found in our repository: https://bitbucket.org/anjutalq/carfollowingrti
[38, 542], i from S15. They share the same symbolic transition condition but have distinct time guards. This means the speed-up action “i” is followed by a short or long duration of “h”, i.e., after how much time the subject vehicle notices that its relative distance has been expanded and begins to catch up. A complete car-following example in the I80-1 dataset is also shown via an animated video in our repository.

B. Competing Methods

The following classical or state-of-the-art methods are also implemented in this paper for a fair and convincing comparison.

- **Gross fitting**: It uses a single car-following model. By comparing with the traditional method of gross fitting, we can investigate how much improvement can get using multiple models.
- **Symbolic clustering**: The clustering is deployed with the same setting as the state sequence clustering directly on the symbolic data. The comparison with symbolic clustering shows the value of clustering latent state sequences instead of clustering observable symbolic sequences.
- **Higgs**: It is a state-of-the-art method proposed by Higgs and Abbas [9]. It first segments multi-variate time series data by minimizing their variance by a bottom-up strategy. The segments are initialized with equal length. Then a pair of the adjacent segments with the lowest merge cost is merged in each iteration. The mean values representing the segmented piece-wise data are clustered by $k$-means method.
- **State model**: It is also based on the learned timed automata. Without partitioning the model into modes, individual models are trained in each state. It introduces a large amount of parameters but helps us to investigate the benefit of clustering states.

The root-mean-square error (RMSE) is a widely used indicator for evaluating the acceleration error of car-following models. In addition, to overcome overestimation in high and low values, some papers [17], [18] use speed’s relative error (RE), absolute error (AE), and mix error (ME) as additional indicators, which are defined as follows:

$$RE = \sqrt{\left(\frac{s_{\text{sim}} - s_{\text{real}}}{s_{\text{real}}}\right)^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$AE = \sqrt{\frac{(s_{\text{sim}} - s_{\text{real}})^2}{s_{\text{real}}^2}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$ME = \sqrt{\frac{1}{(s_{\text{real}})}} \left(\frac{(s_{\text{sim}} - s_{\text{real}})}{s_{\text{real}}}\right)^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $s_{\text{sim}}$ and $s_{\text{real}}$ are the computed and the real values respectively. $s$ is the average value defined as $s = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} s(i)$.

Table IV and Table V show the comparison using aforementioned indicators and their standard deviations. The average improvement of MOHA over gross fitting is summarized in Table VI and Table VII. Note that here a single-step approach is deployed for both training and testing. A multi-step approach will be also tested for a trajectory simulation in Section V. Readers are referred to [16] for a more detailed explanation about the difference. The runtime on the Intel 3.1-GHz i7 processors is also compared in Table VIII.

- **MOHA and state model outperform gross fitting and other two clustering models. Both of them are based on the learned timed automata. State model uses much more parameters, e.g., 34 models in a 34-state automaton. The training of the state model does not take too long since the data are split over more models, and fewer data lead to a fast convergence. Such an overfitting problem is due to too few data during the training. To balance the bias (fitting error) and the variance (model complexity), it is suggested to use MOHA with high accuracy and low complexity.

- **Symbolic method is the third best model with competing performance. However, such a model-free pattern mining method can only serve as a clustering tool rather than a control model generating the following vehicle’s trajectories.

- **RMSE of acceleration is a more sensitive indicator of larger magnitude. Due to an integral relation from acceleration to speed, the speed’s error has been smoothed and thus has a smaller magnitude. In addition, the testing is essentially a one-step prediction evaluation, i.e., the error will not be accumulated. Therefore, the improvement is less obvious than the multiple-step prediction.

- **The symbolic labeling, the timed automata learning, and the sequence clustering are quite efficient in computation cost. They are promising in car-following model calibration on large scale data. Among all the clustering methods, the Higgs model takes the longest time on clustering due to the time-consuming segmentation.

V. A HUMAN-LIKE CRUISE CONTROLLER

The drawbacks of an automatic cruise control (ACC) system lie on an inconsistency between systems and human drivers,


because the control algorithm of an ACC focuses more on mathematical modeling rather than driving behaviors or habits [19]. A valid car-following itself can be used as a controller which mimics real drivers’ behaviors.

A human-like ACC system is learned using MOHA from a real car-following training dataset. The speed error of simulated traces and the real ones is evaluated in the testing dataset. The generation steps are as follows: 1). The subject vehicle starts from the initial state. 2). The speed, relative speed, and relative distance are computed online. Note that we only control the following vehicle, i.e., the trajectory of the leading vehicle is from the dataset. 3). The current cluster of the subject vehicle is determined by its current state using the online inference discussed in Section III-B, and then the parameter of car-following model is selected to generate the desired acceleration. 4). The status of the subject vehicle starts from the initial state.

| TABLE IV | TESTING DATA ERROR IN NGSIM DATASETS: HELLY MODEL |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| RMSE (m/s^2)    | Gross           | Symbolic        | Higgs           | MOHA            |
|                 | 0.953 ± 0.0288  | 0.0275 ± 0.0092 | 0.0257 ± 0.0102 | 0.0144 ± 0.0081 |
| RE (m/s)        | Gross           | Symbolic        | Higgs           | MOHA            |
|                 | 0.014 ± 0.0080  | 0.0269 ± 0.0100 | 0.0269 ± 0.0100 | 0.0185 ± 0.0081 |
| AE (m/s)        | Gross           | Symbolic        | Higgs           | MOHA            |
|                 | 0.0126 ± 0.0060 | 0.0256 ± 0.0096 | 0.0164 ± 0.0059 | 0.0117 ± 0.0051 |
| ME (m/s)        | Gross           | Symbolic        | Higgs           | MOHA            |
|                 | 0.0153 ± 0.0082 | 0.0261 ± 0.0109 | 0.0264 ± 0.0101 | 0.0168 ± 0.0081 |

| TABLE V | TESTING DATA ERROR IN NGSIM DATASETS: IDM MODEL |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| RMSE (m/s^2)    | Gross           | Symbolic        | Higgs           | MOHA            |
|                 | 1.0917 ± 0.8706 | 1.3610 ± 0.4298 | 1.3871 ± 0.3972 | 1.3530 ± 0.3059 |
| RE (m/s)        | Gross           | Symbolic        | Higgs           | MOHA            |
|                 | 0.0799 ± 0.2204 | 0.0260 ± 0.0107 | 0.0256 ± 0.0102 | 0.0264 ± 0.0102 |
| AE (m/s)        | Gross           | Symbolic        | Higgs           | MOHA            |
|                 | 0.0137 ± 0.0065 | 0.0240 ± 0.0095 | 0.0253 ± 0.0098 | 0.0251 ± 0.0098 |
| ME (m/s)        | Gross           | Symbolic        | Higgs           | MOHA            |
|                 | 0.0249 ± 0.0733 | 0.0243 ± 0.0094 | 0.0254 ± 0.0093 | 0.0252 ± 0.0095 |

| TABLE VI | SUMMARY OF IMPROVEMENT IN EACH DATASET: HELLY MODEL (IN PERCENTAGE) |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| RMSE            | Gross           | Symbolic        | Higgs           | MOHA            |
|                 | 7.57 ± 4.68     | 5.31 ± 4.68     | 5.51 ± 4.68     | 5.31 ± 4.68     |
| RE              | 84.52 ± 58.22   | 46.8 ± 43.49    | 45.90 ± 43.49   | 45.90 ± 43.49   |
| AE              | 13.51 ± 5.45    | 37.86 ± 21.61   | 38.91 ± 21.61   | 38.91 ± 21.61   |

| TABLE VII | SUMMARY OF IMPROVEMENT IN EACH DATASET: IDM MODEL (IN PERCENTAGE) |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| RMSE            | Gross           | Symbolic        | Higgs           | MOHA            |
|                 | 10.25 ± 8.09    | 4.80 ± 7.54     | 7.88 ± 1.79     | 7.88 ± 1.79     |
| RE              | 80.98 ± 65.18   | 27.50 ± 21.89   | 58.22 ± 58.22   | 58.22 ± 58.22   |
| AE              | 48.67 ± 38.78   | 20.20 ± 15.94   | 8.59 ± 8.62     | 8.59 ± 8.62     |
| ME              | 51.90 ± 41.53   | 29.15 ± 21.89   | 15.10 ± 9.31    | 15.10 ± 9.31    |
Table IX shows that the proposed model outperforms others.

The results of comparing speed error vehicle from the dataset. This approach is compared with a standard PID controller. The res     is continuously updated online using the acceleration computed in the last time step as well as the information of the leading vehicle from the dataset. This approach is compared with a standard PID controller. The results of comparing speed error in Table IX show that the proposed model outperforms others.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Symbolic labeling (s)</th>
<th>Automata learning (s)</th>
<th>Clustering (s)</th>
<th>Training (s)</th>
<th>Testing (s)</th>
<th>Total (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gross</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>488.24</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>492.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbolic</td>
<td>69.72</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>53.75</td>
<td>2653.35</td>
<td>53.98</td>
<td>2830.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higgs</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>832.89</td>
<td>1534.62</td>
<td>33.95</td>
<td>2401.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>69.72</td>
<td>16.09</td>
<td>24.56</td>
<td>2054.52</td>
<td>14.41</td>
<td>2179.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State model</td>
<td>69.72</td>
<td>16.09</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1690.41</td>
<td>22.36</td>
<td>1798.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel hybrid model called MOHA is learned from numeric car-following data. The model is easily visualizable and interpretable for the study of car-following behaviors. Experiments demonstrate that MOHA achieves high model fitting accuracy. Besides the general usage in traffic simulation, the proposed model can be used for subject drivers’ decision-making by recognizing or predicting surrounding vehicles’ car-following states and designing a more human-like car-following controller.

The imperfections of the proposed method include two aspects. First, compared with classic method, the proposed model has higher complexity, though all processing steps can be automated. Second, from safety’s perspective, a data-driven design of ACC system lacks theoretical guaranty, because it might be learned from poorly skilled drivers, though the proposed model is indeed an averaging model learned from thousands of human drivers.

In the near future, the complexity problem will be addressed using model selection and model abstraction from formal methods domain. The safety problem of learning-based model can be overcome by using hybrid model checking. Car-following is a relatively simple driving scenario. We also have some undergoing work on applying automata learning lens for complex driving scenarios like lane change intention prediction using non-deterministic automata, social behavioral interaction using timed automata and game theory, etc.
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